
Unfolding My Wild & Precious Life is a journey of transformation. Anita

Volikis provides a vivid account of awakening into her true potential as well

as her belief in the power of faith, inspired action, and relentless trust in

herself and her life’s path. Unfolding teaches that even in the midst of great

tragedy, joy and hope can be found and that it is never too late to be whom

you desire to be, and to fully embrace your authenticity. Unfolding reveals

that you are worthy of reclaiming all facets of your individuality, and

knowing that your greatest lessons are often found in the simplest moments. 

Filled with profound reflections on childhood, womanhood, and motherhood,

Unfolding weaves tangible mindset and emotional intelligence guidance

within the story of one woman’s heartening journey. This book will propel

you toward change while helping you unfold into your wild and precious life.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Anita is a lawyer, 2x best-selling author, and master life coach. A family

lawyer for nearly two decades and multi published author, Anita more

recently attained her coaching and NLP certifications. Anita is

passionate about how our mindset affects our ability to navigate life

transitions. She lives in Toronto with her husband and son.
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REV IEWS
"A beautiful blend of personal anecdotes, women's

wisdom and tangible tools to help any reader move

through their own personal challenges. "
- Lianne Kim, Business Coach + Founder of Mamas & Co.

"Thoughtfully written. A hopeful reminder of the

beauty that awaits us in the lessons of life."
- Brenda Vander Zanden, Course Creator + Consultant

"If you're feeling alone in what you are going through,

you will feel safe reading this book - and know that

YOU matter." 
- Dr Abha Sharma, MD, Entrepreneur, Writer / Podcaster

 

"The perfect combination of vulnerable storytelling and

mindset coaching. More of this, please!"
- Jake Leiske Willis - Motherhood Manifestation Mentor

 

“Like a warm, intimate conversation with your best

friend. Anita's stories of love, loss, and learning deeply

resonate and inspire deeply.”
- Carolyn Swora, MA I/O Psychology, Leadership Coach, Best selling author



What inspired you to write this
book?

Who did you write this book for?
Who should read it?

What is one major takeaway the
reader can expect with your
book?

My journey to motherhood sparked the
inspiration for this book, but it was ultimately
more than this; the four transformations I
experienced in my 40s inspired me to write
Unfolding: becoming a mom at age 42,
embarking upon a new career after nearly 20
years practising law, sharing my creative spirit
by writing and publishing my memoir, and
finally resuming and re-embracing my
profession as a family lawyer from my highest
self. I wanted to share my story so that
someone reading my book will find resonance
with a part of it and feel less alone along their
journey. 

I would tell my younger self, that 20 year old,
who planned (and planned) and executed and
achieved, and who tried to control every step
along the way, to let it go - to live more in the
now and to trust, to know, that she couldn’t
get it wrong, and that everything would work
out for her, when and how it was meant to. 

I truly believe this book is for everyone.
Although I refer to my fertility, motherhood,
and career journeys, we are all navigating life
challenges and transitions. The universal
messages of living authentically, celebrating
all of our multifaceted elements, surrendering
control and trusting in not only ourselves but
also aligned timing, are messages that will
resonate with any human, really. Women who
became mothers after navigating assisted
reproduction have told me this book spoke to
them and what they were living when they
were on their fertility journeys. And a 25 year
old law student who is embarking upon her
legal career shared that when she read about
my experience as a university and law
student she felt that she was reading about
herself. 

We are co-creators of our lives. We can have
all the drive, commitment, and determination,
but these things, on their own are simply not
enough. We also need to trust in the power of
the universe, to trust in aligned timing, and to
loosen the reins of control. It is a beautiful
balance of these things that allows us to
receive and embrace what we are moving
towards. 

What is one piece of advice you
would tell your younger self?
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